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SESSION 1 
THE LAMB, THE SEALS AND TRIBULATION 

 

We Cover: 

• Revelation 1 to 7 and other reference scriptures. 

• How Revelation 6 and 7 compares to Jesus’s teaching in Matthew 24 (Mark 13 and Luke 21)? 
 

Introduction: A summary of the book of Revelation and the partitioning of the sessions: 
Revelation 1 to 7: Session 1 – John’s vison of Jesus, churches, the throne room in heaven and the 7 

seals. 

Revelation 8 to 11: Session 3 – The ‘Wrath of God’ trumpet judgements – the witnesses. 

Revelation 12 to 16: Session 4 – The woman, beasts, tribulation, rapture and judgements. 

Revelation 17 to 19: Session 5 (including Daniel), Rise & fall of Babylon, Armageddon. 

Revelation 20 to 22: Session 6 and 7. The Millennium and the New heaven and the New earth. 

 
SUMMARY OF REVELATION: 

Rev 1: John on the Isle of Patmos  
Blessed is he that reads the book  
Written to 7 churches 
Announcement: Jesus is coming and every eye will see Him. 
Sees vision of Jesus 

Rev 2: Letters (1st Century AD) - Four of the seven churches: Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamos, Thyatira 

Rev 3: Letters (1st Century AD) - Three of the seven churches: Sardis, Philadelphia, Laodicea 

Rev 4: Entering the “hereafter” phase of the book of Revelation 
Vision of the throne in heaven and the One who sat on it 
The 24 elders, the 4 beasts and the angels 
Book/scroll with 7 Seals 
The Lamb is worthy to open book/scroll  

Rev 5: 

Start of parallel sequence 

Rev 6: 
 
 
 

The Lamb opens the Seals 
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th Seal: Tribulation 
(5th Seal – Great Tribulation) 
 
 
 
 
 
6th Seal: Sun, Moon and Stars 
                
 
The great day of His wrath is come. 

Rev 12: <Birth of Christ> 
War in heaven and overcomers 
The woman in the wilderness 

Rev 13: Beast out of the sea – the Antichrist and 
the Antichrist ‘system’ 
Given power over all 
Beast out of the earth - the False prophet 
Deception by wonders and miracles 
Image, Mark of the beast 

Rev 14: 144,000 
3 Angels with messages 
The Son of man coming in the clouds 
Reaping of the harvest 
 

Rev 7: 144,000 -> Sealed in foreheads 
Great multitude appearing in heaven 
Came out of the Great Tribulation 
 

Rev 15: The victorious standing on sea of glass 
Song of the Lamb & Song of Moses 
7 Angels given 7 vials ->  the wrath of God 

Rev 8: Wrath of God. 
7th Seal is opened. 
Start: Voices, thunderings, lightnings, an 
earthquake 
1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Trumpet 

Rev 16: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wrath of God. 
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th Vial 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rev 9: 5th, 6th Trumpet 

Rev 10: Little book: 7 Thunders 
Sealed up and not written 
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SUMMARY OF REVELATION: 

Rev 11: Gentiles tread holy city 42 months 
Two witnesses – prophesy 1260 days 
Antichrist makes war and kills them 
Their dead bodies 3½ days 
Ascended to heaven 
7th Trumpet 
Kingdom of our Lord and Christ 
End: Voices, thunderings, lightnings, an 
earthquake, great hail 

Rev 16: 
(cont’d) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
“It is done” 
End: Voices, thunders, lightnings, an 
earthquake, great hail 

End of parallel sequence 

Rev 17: Judgement of Babylon 
Gives detail of the great whore (woman) and the beast (with 7 heads and 10 horns) 

Rev 18: Destruction of Babylon (in 1 hour) 

Rev 19: Marriage supper of the Lamb 
The battle of Armageddon 
Christ comes to establish His kingdom/reign on earth 
Antichrist and False Prophet cast into lake of fire and brimstone 

Rev 20: Satan bound for 1,000 years 
Jesus’ 1,000 reign on earth – The Millennium 
Satan loosed out of his prison 
Battle of Gog and Magog 
Satan cast into lake of fire 
Great White Throne judgement 
Death and hell cast into lake of fire 
Not found in book of life cast into lake of fire 

Rev 21: New Heaven and a New Earth – New Jerusalem 

Rev 22: 

 

The events covered in Session 1: 

Session one firstly covers the ‘big picture’, Who Jesus is, the purpose of the book of Revelation and God’s 

instructions to the ‘churches’, (warnings and encouragements). 

Then follow scenes from the Throne in Heaven, where the Lamb opens the seals, after which the ‘end 
times’ commence in Revelation 6, with the Tribulation leading up to the Second Coming of Jesus and God’s 
wrath commencing. 

Chapter 1: SUMMARY 

Revelation 1 paints a beautiful picture of who Jesus is as the King of Kings, Lord of Lords (Rev 19:16). There 
is no end to the glorious titles we can ascribe to Him! 

The purpose of the Book of Revelation is to show all believers, all God’s servants up to Jesus’ second 
coming, ‘the things which must come to pass’ (v1). It is prophecy, containing both Warnings and 
Encouragements. 

Blessing: Jesus declares a blessing on all those who read or hear and keep the words therein: “Blessed is 
he that reads, and they that hear the words of this prophecy, and keep those things which are written 
therein”. (Rev 1:3)Jesus repeats the same blessing at the end, the last chapter of the book of Revelation: 
“Behold, I come quickly: blessed is he that keeps the sayings of the prophecy of this book” (Rev 22:7) 

GREAT ENCOURAGEMENT TO ALL to get to know the book of the Revelation of Jesus Christ! 
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The most ‘revealing’ verse in Revelation chapter 1 is verse 7: 

 

 

 

 

Rev 7:1 JESUS comes with clouds ……Compare this with the gospels, which record Jesus’ own words.  

What did JESUS say about his future, when He Himself will come in the CLOUDS? 
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Jesus prophesied that his second coming is in the clouds. In addition, in Mark 14;61-62 as above, Jesus also 
confirms that EVERYONE, even the counsel of High Priest and Pharisees condemning him to be crucified, 
will see his second coming, his appearing. 

 

Even the angels, at his ascension, confirm that Jesus’ second coming is in the clouds: 

 

  

 

Jesus emphasises that no one will be unaware of this event. His coming will be like lightning lighting up 
the entire sky. (Matt 24:27 above) 

Note the meaning of the greek words for Jesus’ appearing: 

 
 

 

 

 

Revelation matches Jesus’s searing words to the 
council of the High Priest and Pharisees who were 
about to condemn Him to death on the cross: “YOU 
shall SEE the Son of man …. coming in the clouds 
...”(Mark 14:61-62- see above). Compare with Rev 
1:7 ‘…he will come with Clouds, every eye shall SEE 
him … ALSO those who pierced him …”     

 

 

Hence we can establish: 

• Jesus second coming is in the Clouds of Heaven (Both in Revelation and the gospels) 

• All on earth will see him, even the deceased who caused his death will see him. (“”) 
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Our Lord Jesus personally prophesied about His own future return, and His coming as the King of kings. 
Hence our understanding of revelation needs to align with what Jesus preached about His own return.  

His words are THE end-time reference point. Who would know better than JESUS! 

 

Revelation 1 introduces seven churches which serve as an example to all future churches, containing 
warnings and encouragements (chapter 2 & 3) to equip believers throughout the centuries up to the 
Coming of the King. 

 

REVELATION 2 & 3: SUMMARY 

The warnings and encouragements to the seven churches follow the same pattern for each church: 

• Heralding statement: 

• A commendation 

• Warnings and/or criticism, (if any) about apathy, worldliness, deception, false teachings, 
infiltrators, and persecution. 

• An instruction followed by an encouragement – the rewards for those who overcome. 
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Overcomers (sample of 4 churches): 

Ephesus: To him that overcomes will I give to eat of 
the tree of life, which is in the midst of the paradise 
of God. 

Smyrna: …. shall not be hurt of the second death. 

Pergamos: … will I give to eat of the hidden manna, 
and will give him a white stone, and in the stone a 
new name written, which no man knows saving he 
that receives it. 

Thyatira: And he that overcomes, and keeps my 
works unto the end, to him will I give power over 
the nations: And he shall rule them with a rod of 
iron; as the vessels of a potter shall they be broken 
to shivers: even as I received of my Father.  And I will 
give him the morning star. 

 

The purpose of the Book of Revelation is to show all believers, God’s servants, ‘the things which must 
come to pass’ (Rev 1:1). The inclusion of these letters in the Book of Revelation similarly reflects this 
purpose, to show every church through the ages ‘the things which must come to pass’, in particular the 
challenges that each body of believers throughout their ministry, may face. 
 
The letter to Thyatira (in the middle of the 7) Is the only letter that adds an additional condition to the 
overcomers (he that overcomes, and keeps my works unto the end...). All other ‘overcomers’ receive a 
reward without further conditions. Thus, it seems that those who endure to ‘the end’ as faithful servants 
will be assigned ‘power over nations’ during the Millennial reign of Christ. 
 
Kings, Priests and rulers: Our destiny is to serve God in the Millennial world as kings, priests and rulers. 
 
Revelation 1:5, 6 - Unto him that loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood And has made 
us kings and priests unto God and his Father, to him be glory and dominion for ever and ever. 
 
Revelation 4:26-28…. And he that overcomes, and keeps my works unto the end, to him will I give power 
over the nations: ..… 
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Revelation 5:10 - And hast made us unto our God kings and priests: and we shall reign on the earth. 
Jesus’ parables often conclude with similar rewards of rulership for the faithful. For example, in the 
parable of the talents, the master commends the faithful servant with: ‘have thou authority over ten 
cities’ (Luke 19:17) 
 
In the Millennial World, when Jesus will be reigning as King of Kings and Lord of Lords, all believers serve 
either as priests or as the rulers over peoples, cities or nations, in proportion to our service on earth, or 
so it seems. 

 

Revelation 4: SUMMARY 

John hears a voice sounding like of a trumpet talking with him; which said, ”Come up hither, and I will 
shew thee things which must be hereafter.’ And immediately I was in the spirit: and, behold, a throne 
was set in heaven, and one sat on the throne…” (Rev 4:1) 

John next describes the glorious throne room of God and all the worshippers around the throne. 

 

The description of the seven Spirits of God may be seen in Is 11:2. 

 

Revelation 5: SUMMARY 

The Book or Scroll: The theme of Rev 5 is a book (scroll) sealed with seven seals…. but no man in heaven 
or earth, or under the earth, was able to open the book, or even to look at it!  

John is distressed and even weeps because no one is worthy to take the book from God’s hand and open 
it. 
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What John saw: “And I saw in the right hand of him that sat on the throne a book written within and on 
the backside, sealed with seven seals. 2 And I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice, Who is 
worthy to open the book, and to loose the seals thereof? 3 And no man in heaven, nor in earth, neither 
under the earth, was able to open the book, neither to look thereon. 4 And I wept much, because no man 
was found worthy to open and to read the book, neither to look thereon.” (Rev 5:1-4) 

However, Jesus, the Lamb of God, is worthy and able to open the book: 

And one of the elders saith unto me, Weep not: behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, 
hath prevailed to open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof. 

6 And I beheld, and, lo, in the midst of the throne and of the four beasts, and in the midst of the elders, 
stood a Lamb as it had been slain, having seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God 
sent forth into all the earth. (Rev 5:5-6) 

 

THE LAMB 

Rev 5:9   9 And they sung a new song, saying, ‘Thou art worthy to take the book, and to open the seals thereof: 
for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, 
and nation;’ 
 
Why is the Lamb worthy to open the book? 

 

 

Additional scriptures: 
The lion of the tribe of Judah  
– Gen 49:1, Gen 49:8-12, Num 24:16-19 
 
The root of David  
– Rom 1:3-4, 2 Tim 2:8, Rev 22:16 
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The Lamb is mentioned 28 times in the book of Revelation as follows: 

  

 

Revelation 6: SUMMARY 

Rev 6:1 ‘And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard as it were the noise of thunder,…..’ 

 

Most of us have heard of the four ‘horsemen of the Apocalypse’. These grim and dramatic horsemen 
comprise the first four seals of Revelation 6. These horses picture trouble, wars, famines, death, and 
destruction. World history is coming to a climax, where mankind’s attempts at running the world are 
shown to be a complete failure. 

Only Jesus is worthy and able to bring the current chaotic state of the world to its climactic end and 
herald the age of Peace, the millennium, the 1000-year rule of Jesus Christ on this earth (Rev 20) and 
after that the New Heaven and the New Earth (Rev 21 and 22)! 

  

The interpretation of the seals of Revelation 6 is to fully align with what Jesus preached about His own 
return. Hence each seal is compared with what Jesus said about the trouble represented by it. 

As stated previously, our Lord Jesus personally prophesied about His own future return, and His’ coming 
as the King of kings. His words are THE end-time reference point.  

 

 

The first seal introduces the white horse, 
‘conquering to conquer’, indicating a Global 
World rulership. The colour white seems to 
picture a ‘peaceful’ conquest. The bow in the 
rider’s hand pictures an indirect weapon, possibly 
an indication of stealth and the unseen nature of 
the conquest. Note also that no arrows are seen, 
perhaps indicating the invisible nature of the 
attack. The rider on the horse, with the crown and 
bow, most likely pictures the Antichrist and/or 
the Antichrist ‘System’, but operating in the 
background, mimicking Jesus who will also come 
on a white horse (Rev 19:11-16), but with a 
flaming sword! The crown accentuates not only 
the global rulership, but also that a particular 
person is involved. 
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The second seal: The rider on the second horse, 
the red horse, has power given to him “to take peace 
from the earth, and that they should kill one another: 
and there was given unto him a great sword.”(Rev 
6:4) The focus is on a rider who takes peace from the 
earth. The use of the word ‘WAR’ is avoided, hence 
the ‘killing of one another’ may include violent crime, 
disorder, civil unrest and ‘hidden methods’ claiming 
lives. The rider seems to be intentionally taking away 
peace, probably also by disabling societal structures 
protecting the individual (justice and police) and 
promoting the violent to take the law into their own 
hands. 

 

The third seal: The rider on the third horse, a 
black horse; has a pair of balances in his hand and 
is announcing basic foods at outrageous prices, a 
penny in those days being a full day’s wages (Matt 
20:2). This rider indicates the onset of 
hyperinflation leading up to famine, a logical 
consequence of widespread war, violence and 
societal breakdown.  

Nevertheless ‘oil and wine’ is still being produced, 
probably for the instigators of the famine, the 
world rulers. 

 

 

 

The fourth seal: The rider on the fourth horse, 
a pale horse: “And power was given unto them 
over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with 
sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with 
the beasts of the earth.” (Rev 6:8) Here we have 
death on a scale never seen before, matching 
Jesus’ words of a time of trouble ‘such as never 
was…’(Matt 24:21). Each event is announced by 
one of the beasts (seen in Rev 4), confirming that 
each event has a defined start and a specific 
duration before the next event commences. It 
also seems that the events are sequential and 
continuous. Therefore, all the deaths – a quarter 
of the earth as mentioned in the fourth seal - are 
said to be to be due to a combination of all the 
four horsemen. 

 
The events following the horsemen of Revelation, the remaining three seals, in chronological order are: 

• Persecution of believers – martyrs. 

• Extreme cosmic events and the distress at the Lamb’s coming judgement. 
• The commencement of the ‘WRATH of GOD’ judgements on the wicked. 
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The Fifth Seal: Persecution: John sees the 
souls of the Martyrs, slain for their faith. 
He saw under the altar the souls of them that 
were slain for the word of God, and for the 
testimony which they held: “10 And they cried 
with a loud voice, saying, How long, O Lord, 
holy and true, dost thou not judge and avenge 
our blood on them that dwell on the 
earth?11 And white robes were given unto every 
one of them; and it was said unto them, that 
they should rest yet for a little season, until 
their fellow servants also and their brethren, 
that should be killed as they were, should be 
fulfilled.” (Rev 6:10-11) 
Revelation 7 also describes this multitude of 
martyrs coming out of the Great Tribulation. 

 

 
The Sixth Seal: 

 

 

 
 

Jesus’ words (Matt 24) will be covered in detail in Session 2. 

The Sixth Seal describes extreme cosmic events and the ‘lost’ hiding ‘from the face of him that sits on 
the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb, in distress and fear at Jesus’ second coming. 
 
Aligning and comparing this with Jesus’s words, we find that the extreme cosmic events in the Rev 6 
6th seal match the cosmic events in Matt 24:29-31 as follows: 

Rev 6:12-16 (6th Seal)  Matt 24:29-31 

Sun became black as sackcloth of hair <-> The sun shall be darkened 

Moon became as blood <-> Moon shall not give her light 

Stars of heaven fell unto the earth <-> Stars shall fall from heaven 

Great earthquake, Heaven departed as a scroll, rolled 
together 

<-> Powers of the heavens shall be shaken 

Every mountain and island moved out of their places   

Men hid themselves, said rocks fall on them and hide 
from One who sat on throne, and from the wrath of the 
Lamb. 
For the great day of his wrath is come. 

<-> Tribes of earth mourn. 

  Son of Man appears in power and glory 

  Send angels with sound of a trumpet 

  Gather together the elect 
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Compare Revelation 6 and Jesus’ words in Matt 24 in dot point format: 

 
 

Note the ELECT are gathered (the rapture) at Jesus’ second coming, AFTER the tribulation as per Matt 
24:29 above.  

The question now is: ‘Who are the Elect in the New Testament, does it refer to all believers?  

The answer is ‘YES’.  

Refer to the elect in the verses below, (there are many more if you do your own search): 
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Both Paul (Col 3:11-12) and 
Peter (1 Pet 1:1-2) confirm 
that the elect are all 
believers.  
Hence end-time believers 
/elect will have to endure 
the tribulation before the 
rapture (gathering of the 
elect) but will not have to 
endure the WRATH of GOD. 

 
 

The WRATH is the next event, from which the lost are hiding. (Rev 6:15-17) 

BUT, to believers, the elect,  
1Thess 5:9 applies: “For God hath not appointed us to wrath, but to obtain salvation by our Lord Jesus 
Christ” 
 
Hence, Both Jesus and Revelation 6 teach A PRE-WRATH RAPTURE – 1st the tribulation (caused by man), 
then the rapture followed by the wrath of God. (God’s judgements on the wicked) 
 

Question: Do the ‘Tribulation before the rapture’ events match Jesus’s teaching both in sequence and 
content?  

Answer: YES, this will be covered in detail in Session 2, however below is a preview: 

 

 

 
‘The great day of His wrath’ (Rev 6 v30), starts on the same day as the rapture, and is after the tribulation 
and the cosmic events of the sun & moon being darkened. Matt 24 events align with the Rev 6 events. 
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Question: Is the tribulation not the whole period of trouble preceding the Millennium?  
 
Answer: No, The Tribulation and the ‘Wrath of God’ are two separate and distinct events. Tribulations 
are caused and implemented by man, while the outpouring of God’s Wrath is by GOD alone. (They are 
supernatural events, much like the plagues of Egypt in Genesis) 
Following the rapture, Revelation 7 confirms that there will be a multitude that no one can count, in 
heaven, which come out of the GREAT TRIBULATION.  
 
Question: Does that mean end-time believers will have to endure the tribulation, i.e. the first five seals? 
 
Answer: Yes, this is the clear teaching of Jesus, confirmed by Revelation 6’s sequence of events. 
 
Question: The extreme end time events described by Jesus (and in Revelation), are they also described 
and confirmed by the Old Testament Prophets? Also does Paul in the NT mention the Wrath of God? 
(i.e. The Wrath judgements poured out before the establishment of the Millennium, Jesus becoming 
the Ruler, King of Kings on this earth?) 

 

Answer: Yes. The Old Testament prophets (8 quoted below) mention the cosmic events and the Wrath 
of God prior to the establishment of the Kingdom of God. 

They often describe this time of judgement as ‘The Day of the Lord’, which is also mentioned by Paul. 

 

THE DAY OF THE LORD – Brief Comparison between the 6th Seal and the Day of the LORD 
 
Covered in detail in Session 8 
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Revelation 7: SUMMARY 

Revelation 7 confirms that the rapture has now occurred, with those who ‘have washed their robes, and 
made them white in the blood of the Lamb’.(v14) standing before the throne, covered with robes and with 
palms in their hands.  
 

 
 
The same verse (v14) adds that these believers have come ‘out of Great Tribulation.’ Their robes and palms 
confirm that these are not ‘souls’ in heaven, but that they have received their resurrection bodies. Paul 
clearly describes how and when our resurrection bodies are received in 1 Cor 15. 
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Having at this stage established the events in Rev 6, we can now attempt a Timeline of the Tribulation 
Events leading up to the Wrath of God: 
 

 
 
Question: What about the church not being mentioned after Revelation 3, which may indicate an early 
rapture?  
 
Answer:  
Firstly, this question ignores Jesus’ words that the elect will be raptured AFTER the Tribulation (Matt 
24:29-31).  
 
Secondly, the word ‘Church’ does not refer to a building or place but to the body of believers. ‘The 
church” may perhaps not be mentioned after chapter 3, but its synonyms are - MANY times, as in the 
table below! Believers (“fellow servants, brethren, those washed with the blood of the Lamb, saints, 
those that have gotten victory over the beast’, those beheaded for their faith’) are all synonyms for 
believers, the church.  
 
Hence, the Rev 4:1 early rapture assumption is based on a misleading semantic construct singling out the 
word ‘church’, and is thus invalid. Clearly, the reference to believers being beheaded for their faith refers 
to believers still on earth after chapter 3! As the study progresses it will also become evident that end-
time believers will have to endure the Antichrists persecution as well. 
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In addition, when comparing revelation 4 with Jesus’ and Pauls’s statements of the rapture, the Rev 4 
rapture assumption is also shown to have no scriptural basis. 
 
 

 
 

 
Hence, Both Jesus and Revelation 6 teach A PRE-WRATH RAPTURE – 1st the tribulation (caused by man), 
then the rapture followed by the wrath of God. (God’s judgements on the wicked) 
 

 


